Draper Elementary SCC Meeting
Tuesday 01/21/2020
In Attendance:
Jen Morris (secretary, parent)
Angie Stallings (parent)
Stacey Shaw (parent)
Sarah Cole (parent)
Marianne Barrowes (parent) – called in
Mike Weaver (parent)
Christy Waddell (principal)
Katie Tinoco (employee)
Madison Ellingson (co-chair, employee)

Excused:
Janene Day (chair, parent)
Lisa Wright (parent)

Meeting Agenda:
1. Prior meeting minutes’ approval
to adopt, Madison second, unanimous approval

Madison Conducting. Mike moved

2. Safety Drills
Fire Drill

Christy Waddell

3. Review Budget for 2019-2020 School Year
Christy Waddell
Proposed Staff to do before or after school math tutoring. Most will be before school
because if it is after school the teacher has to stay until all parents arrive, and they don’t
always come on time. Fifth grade anyone, fourth is by invitation, kindergarten by
invitation.
We were able to hire three math aides which should begin soon.
4. School Safety – Safe Walking Route Update
Stacey Shaw
We did put the survey out. We have had 55 responses. Christy will put it out one more
time. Especially encouraging those who walk. 64 percent were bussed students. Some
said they bussed, but they would have them walk if there was a safer route across
13800 or 1300 E.
Driving is usually due to distance, time and weather. The things people mentioned:
sidewalk on Fort Street, crosswalks, crossing guard on 1300 East, Warning stripes on
bike path, access from the south, route away from drop off, crossing guards on east side

of school, area of Manfield and Ivory subdivision and trail all at the time (crossing guard
and stop sign).
Answering how safe: 50% 5 40% 4- top concern for safety- kindergarten pick-up,
entering and exiting the street the school is on. The door is left open after bell, not
enough aides on duty during recess, making sure all grade level doors open, pick up and
drop off. Traffic in the neighborhood once street is open. Alternative pedestrian exit.
Someone not in the Mansfield neighborhood asked that street not be open. Armed
teachers. Parents driving too fast at drop off. Emotional concerns, air quality,
Jeff Stenquist is proposing a change in the calculations for bussing so that it is based on
actual walking distance for a safe walking route.
Where should we go from here? Wait for more surveys. Christy will talk to Floyd about
this issue and timing of knowing the safe walking and bus information.
Emotional safety- things are in the works. Second Steps is just beginning.
Once survey is done, we should acknowledge feedback and respond.
Christy moved to adjourn Sarah seconded

Future Meeting Dates 2019-2020
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø

Tuesday 2/18 at 3:00
Tuesday 3/17 at 3:00
Tuesday 4/21 at 3:00
Tuesday 5/19 at 3:00 (optional)

**All meetings held in the library**

